
Ladies & Gentlemen, esteemed guests of the Ukraine Forum. As always, I am honored to be here. I 
thank Andrej Lushnycky for establishing, but more importantly following the tradition of organizing 
this important update on Ukraine for the community of parliamentarians, experts and media in 
Switzerland.  And, as always, I am happy to share with you the point of view of Ukraine Crisis Media 
Center. 
  
Last week, we have commemorated the fifth anniversary of UCMC – which ever since its inception in 
March 2014 has been at the forefront of monitoring and countering Russian disinformation attacks 
and hybrid warfare against Ukraine (later against European states, European values and the USA). 
  
The world in 2014 and 2019 is not the same world. And Ukraine in 2014 and 5 years after is not the 
same country. 
 
Some key takeaways: 

I. Let’s remember the path we have already walked and always put things in 
perspective.  

In 2014 Ukraine was lonely, weak and under threat, the world largely unaware of Russia’s 
long planned efforts to undermine our sovereignty and democracy. In 2019, only 5 years 
after the Revolution of Dignity and the beginning of the Russian aggression, Ukraine has 
already undertaken a number of significant reforms – the army and the police, banking 
sector, state procurement, healthcare and decentralization, anti-corruption institutions - 
which will influence the shape of the Ukrainian democracy and regional security going 
forward. The world at the same time has never been more aware of the Russian influence - 
almost everyone thinking strategically in the democratic world is now concerned about the 
distortions of reality and trust decay leading to democracies and freedom in the world being 
under threat. 

II. There is always more to learn – we do this at UCMC every day. 

Since the inception and serving as the state communications hub during MH17 till today’s 
ongoing studying of the Russian information influence and malign activities, we don’t cease 
to be amazed by the creativity (hundreds of versions and dozens of tactics vis-à-vis the 
Skripal case and the like) and the persistence of the distortions (formats of the political talk 
shows are getting longer, more engaged, with even higher levels of brutality and less 
objectivity). Per Vladislav Surkov, the only freedom that matters in modern Russia is 
freedom from guilt: “Things are much more serious: we meddle with your brain, we change 
your consciousness and you have no clue what to do about it.” – this challenge is yet to be 
tackled by all those players for whom democracy seems like a way to go. As Hanna Arendt 
said in 1978: “A people that no longer can believe anything cannot make up its mind. It is 
deprived not only of its capacity to act but also of its capacity to think and to judge. And with 
such a people you can then do what you please.”  

III. The last 5 years brought more understanding of the Russia’s influence operations 
not only against Ukraine but other countries: stretching from extrajudicial killings 
and attacks and financially supporting fringe political movements to economic 
dominance through Kremlin-affiliated oligarchs and a number of online 
disinformation campaigns all sugar-coated by continuing with heavy Russian public 
diplomacy in Western countries.  

In our most recent memory of the last couple of years, we have seen the above-mentioned 
instruments at play as Russia was: 



- Developing and disseminating more than 20 conflicting narratives (over 130 
different stories) on Skripal poisoning to confuse the audience and install chaos and 
fatigue 

- Using media-outlets to solidify and promote the idea of Brexit, which gets highly 
positive coverage in the Russian domestic info space, given that allegedly inefficient 
EU is portrayed by Russian media as economic, political and ideological enemy of 
Russia and wants to see it weakened 

- Providing wide media support to “yellow vest” movement in France and portraying 
it as ultimate crisis of Macron’s government, as opposed to Marine Le Pen as a 
possible leader heavily endorsed by Russia 

- Pursuing Nord Stream 2 project, which is portrayed as purely business beneficial 
both for Russian and, even more so, for EU, while it actually  
has 2 main goals: to strengthen economic leverage over European states, especially 
Germany as the most powerful actor in EU,  
and to suffocate the Ukrainian economy and democracy. 

- Continuing to invest in the appearance of the Russian cultural projects at the top 
European locales (1917 October Revolution series), state or oligarch-backed (Alpha, 
for example) program for international professionals who would like to get a better 
understanding of Russia.  

- Further exploiting the “vulnerabilities” of European societies - fear before migration, 
globalization, etc or convincing the voters that their voice does not matter - with 
Russian potential meddling in upcoming elections to European Parliament and in 
national elections, including but not limited to Ukraine 

 
IV. The complex environment will continue to become more complex until the trend for 

“the diminishing role of facts and critical analysis in public life” – as RAND recently 
defined the global Truth Decay – will be reversed. A multidimensional issue will 
indeed need a multidimensional answer. 

  
Truth Decay or disagreement about the reality – who is a friend and who is an enemy, who is 
meeting the international law framework and who is distorting it – or in case of the 
domestic issues and elections, who is a populist and a liar and who is a true long-term 
statesman, who is contributing to the strengthening of the democracy and who is 
undermining it – is a multidimensional problem. Fake news is truly only a bit of this truth 
and trust decay. Other contributors are fake data, fake experts, deep fakes, powered by AI, 
the full extent of which we will see in the future, actively exploiting value-based splits in 
target societies and amplifying them through all media and multiplicity of actors.  

  
While for the Western societies, Truth Decay is something unusual, for some societies like 
the former Soviet Union where opinion of the communist party always overwhelmed the 
facts and where the public had less or no trust in institutions, truth decay was the only 
“normal” citizens knew. To us in Ukraine – this only means that KGB-led Russian Federation 
having “hacked” the new technologies of social media, has managed to export its 
questioning of truth – via RT (question more), fake experts, fake data, etc – to other 
societies, even after the world thought that the Cold War was over. In this case, we all now 
know that social media is like steroids for disinformation – Cambridge Analytica allegedly 
exploited them very effectively in the case of the US elections. 
 
V. Ukraine, still not fully immune to the Russian influence, for long has been the testing 
ground for Russia’s extensive hybrid warfare arsenal in its efforts to undermine the 



democratic development of the country. Russia continues to work against Ukraine’s 
existential, although long-term, choices to join the European Union and the NATO. 

  
While over 45% of Ukrainians would like the country to join NATO and 64% - to join EU, in the last 5 
years – most aggressively, including via open war and complete disregard for the international law, 
Russia tried to establish Russkiy Mir on the territory of Ukraine. Having abandoned this narrative, it 
focused on convincing the Ukrainians that they were a failed state, never capable of defending their 
sovereignty or identity.  
  
Russia used the mobilization campaigns into the Ukrainian army – as prefix to launch aggressive 
campaigns via mobile and the social media, before VKontakte was banned – to discredit and prevent 
enlisting into the Army.  
  
It used Ukrainian “patriotic” groups in the social media – equipping them with all proper attributes, 
like the yellow and blue or red and black flags, Ukrainian Cossack images, patriotic spiel – only to 
sooner or later provide a call to the over-through of the government and prove that the state is 
failing. 
  
Recently, it used Tomos – the gaining of the independence by the Ukrainian Orthodox Church from 
Russia most recently – as a prefix to launch a major campaign in different parts of Ukraine and 
among different segments of the clergy, media and experts, emphasizing the danger of the decision 
and undermining its strategic importance for Ukraine.  

VI. Slowly, the Ukrainian identity is becoming more resilient and further from the homo 
sovieticus than before, but there is still a long way to go.   

Ukraine’s civil society stays vibrant. The trust to the non-governmental organizations, the state 
emergency services, and the Armed Forces of Ukraine as well as church continues to be higher than 
to any of the other state institutions: the president, government, parliament etc. The civil society is 
reshaping itself in the last year – some activists are becoming more active in politics, some look for 
ways to continue to be useful to the resilience of the country, but, according to a major study of the 
Civil Society sector face values, motivation, communication gaps in cooperation with the authorities.  

Politically, after 2013-2014, Russia lost Ukraine. The Treaty on Friendship, Cooperation, and 
Partnership between Ukraine and the Russian Federation signed in 1997 was terminated. On 
February 7, 2019 the parliament cemented Ukraine’s course towards the European Union and NATO 
in its constitution.  

If, from 2008 to 2014, about 85-90% of Ukrainians felt positive about Russia, today only 48% seem to 
continue to show sentiment to Russia (the Kyiv International Institute of Sociology and the 
Russian Levada Center data).  

According to KMIS, perception of poverty went down from 2000 till 2008 from 52% to 12%, if you 
ask Ukrainians. It’s a decrease of 40% in 8 years. Yet, you will never hear about it from the oligarch-
owned media. The voters get a different picture, that the population continues to become poorer.  
  
Since non-visa regime with the EU in June 2017, 2 mln Ukrainians have used it. All in all, 33 mln trips 
have taken place – mainly crossing the border with Poland, Hungary, Slovakia, of which 2 mln – via 
non-visa regime. Especially the younger generation now travels even more. Their values have more 
chances to be synchronized with the European ones, than with Russian, mainly seen as much more 
conservative and reactionary.  



 
VII. Before Ukraine’s Presidential election, Russia has intensified its efforts and rhetoric 

against Ukraine, continuously with the goal to discredit the future elections and 
imposing on the audience, both at home and abroad, based on the narratives that 
elections are illegitimate. 
 
Per analysis from the Hybrid Warfare Analytical Group of UCMC, “the stakes for 
Moscow are high – in case a pro-Russian candidate takes office, it will give Kremlin a 
chance to attempt the return of the country that has been approaching the 
European and Euro-Atlantic structures back into the field of its influence. Except for 
political reasons, such as reestablishing Russia as a regional leader and pushing 
NATO and EU further from its borders, there is strong economic motivation. 
Managing a pro-Russian candidate in office, Kremlin could aim for creating a status 
quo it deems suitable in Crimea and Donbas region, feigning the end of conflict - on 
its terms - and ultimately having a chance at suspension of the Western sanctions.”  

  
The narratives – THE WHAT – of the Ukrainian elections as described by the Russian propaganda are 
the following: 

- Elections, similar to current government, will be managed by the USA 
This way, image of the USA as an ultimate enemy, meddling in other states’ affairs is 
undermined and Ukraine is portrayed as a non-sovereign entity, controlled from abroad. 

- Campaigning is dirty and unfair 
A powerful message aimed at “proving” that any electoral outcome will be illegitimate due 
to institutional problems that also contribute to the idea of Ukraine as a failed state. 

- Assassinations are a routine that will peak during electoral campaign 
This reminds us how Russian speakers on the Russian TV have “predicted” the attack on the 
Sea of Azov few days before it actually took place. 

- Current President has no chance whatsoever to be reelected 
Another message to reinstate that Ukrainian people actually want to “reunite” with Russia, 
but authoritarian government and flawed electoral system do not give them a chance. The 
alleged radical violence in Ukraine on the institutional level. 

- In Ukraine, there are no politicians that could qualify as a President  
Openly pro-Russian candidate Yuriy Boyko is one of the few that do not get explicitly 
negative coverage on Russian media, which constantly underline that he is against war – 
which makes all other candidates look aggressive.  

 
In terms of the METHODS or the “how” of distorting reality before the elections, they are numerous 
as well. The main ones include informational laundering, benefiting from the lack of a powerful 
public broadcaster in Ukraine, exploiting the oligarch-owned media and local stooges, be it 
politicians or experts, to promote the Russian narratives. 
   

1) Information laundering goes through the Ukrainian online media – Texty.org.ua determined 
an ecosystem of close to 80 “junk websites” in Ukraine who simply earn money for placing 
information which they do not check. Politobzor.net or lug-info.com, etc. Their news may 
occasionally be picked up by a respectable blogger or even a bot that decided to wake up to 
a particular topic – and off it goes into the mainstream media.  
For example, “yellow vests” coverage in Ukraine initially was done through the prism of the 
Russian politics. Only days after, the investigation has shown that the Ukrainian media had 
picked up their messaging, without any own analysis, from the likes of the Russian TASS. 

  



“News” shared by such “media” is often of very low quality or even complete fake. Still it 
reaches around 50 mln of visitors in Ukraine per month. For comparison “Ukrainska Pravda” 
(popular news and analytical media) reaches around 15 mln of visitors. 

  
2) Ukraine’s media environment is particularly complex, because Ukraine till today does not 

have a powerful public broadcaster. The Ukrainian society has a pluralism of opinions but all 
of them are produced by TV channels and media owned by oligarchs. Many if not all of them 
do not care for Ukraine’s long-term sustainability. They look at the country as an asset to 
protect their assets. Some of them are very explicitly aligned with Russia right now, others 
have tried to “play” along the Russia’s playbook at different points in the modern history. 
There are some recognized Ukrainian media, such as NewsOne and 112, which heavily rely 
on the Russian messaging. 

  
Television is the main source of information for 76-97 percent of Ukrainians which gives the 
oligarchs a powerful tool to influence both public and politicians. TV cannot make people 
support a certain candidate during elections. But it can narrow the choice since channels are 
the only source that can make a person famous in Ukraine, despite the surge of social media 
and the Internet." 

  
3) The Russian propaganda also influences Ukrainians through the Ukrainian politicians – the 

useful idiots and retained agents.  
  
It needs to be noted that not only Ukrainian political spectrum is prone to distortions by the Russian 
Federation. The recent revelation that the daughter of the Russian spokesperson Peskov is interning 
with the office of the French member of the EU parliament is a proof to what extent naivete or 
malign behavior can be exploited in pursuit of influence. 
  
So, Kremlin uses all media – official media, nonofficial, sources, which claim that they are the only 
ones who have the access to truth – while in reality they retranslate the Kremlin messages. If we add 
the local politicians and the media, the regular consumer of information believes that if so many 
actors and sources have said something – it must be true.  
  

VIII. Current observations of the Russian information space suggest that Russian media 
will get even more radicalized in its treatment of the political situation of Ukraine 
closer to the elections. The only meaningful response is to continue to work on 
Ukraine’s resilience and keep Ukrainians highly engaged in ensuring the health of 
our democracy. 

   
While we were able to observe in the last three years how the Russian information operations 
attempted to influence elections in France, Germany, Czech Republic, its alleged influence already 
on the elections in the States, on Brexit decision in the UK, on yellow vest protests in France – we 
are concerned that “politics always drifts into dysfunction when debate isn't based on shared facts. 
When there is no debate” – as in the case with some Ukrainian candidates for the President… 
 
This can lead to less informed decisions and voting, deferred economic investment, less 
international cooperation. Most of all, we would like individual Ukrainians to be highly-engaged in 
the political and civic life. While the oligarchic ownership of the media and added disarray from the 
Russian Federation often make the audiences in Ukraine wish to switch off – or if vote – vote in a 
protest mode, without thinking about the consequences, we want every Ukrainian to understand 
everyone’s personal responsibility for the health of our democracy. 



IX. Civil society has already made a significant contribution to strengthening Ukraine’s 
national security and democracy — both as a “first responder” to Russia’s aggression 
and as a source of resilience to hybrid threats that continue to come from Russia 
and to threaten Ukraine, especially in its east and south-east. I believe that further 
whole-of-society approach towards national resilience needs to be pursued and will 
require even more bringing civil society and the state closer together at the national, 
regional and local levels, despite the existing gaps in values, objectives, capacity, 
motivation and communication between them presently.  The more changes in 
Ukraine – away from homo sovieticus to a self-sufficient and progressive identity on 
all levels from government to the civil society – the more immune the country will 
be to any threats from Russia or its proxies.  

Among tactical but almost hygiene steps in building of the national resilience there are the 
following: 

- Estonia-like programs in fostering national resilience, via joint programs and courses in 
national defense and security for select high potential leaders, systematic assessments of 
civil society’s contribution to security and defense, as well as creating new mechanisms for 
more collaboration in pursuit of common goals on a national, regional, community level – 
should be put in place.  

- Broadcasters are key to offset the influence of both the Russian influence and the malign 
local actors (like oligarchs), therefore the solution to the public broadcaster resource and 
management issue should be found. 

- Continue to change / adapt national legislation according to the definitions of truth decay, 
reality distortion, disinformation and countermeasures to them 

- Much closer scrutiny of the financing of the political parties before the parliamentary 
elections 

- Ukraine has not launched yet a full study of the level to which Russia infiltrated the local 
economy. Without understanding of the scale – no proper solutions can ever be 
implemented. 

- Education - media literacy – moving from the taskforces to real actions and complex, 
Ministry of Education + civil society led initiatives to ensure that Ukraine’s system of 
education also contributes to producing more responsible citizens. 
 

Media literacy is critical for Ukraine – and projects like UCMC’s UChoose.info – an edutainment 
portal and an online political game – are very much in need for amplification. Currently over 120 000 
Ukrainians have played the game, the materials of the portal reach up to a million of Ukrainians, but 
we need more traction to make it available to at least 10 mln more to make a greater difference in 
the critical thinking and responsible citizenship of our people. 
 

X. These challenges are bigger than Ukraine. Less naivete and more international 
collaboration around identifying the problem and seeking joint solutions is 
necessary. Just like before the WWII some countries shared the resolution to 
preserve the free world against Nazism, now there is a need to recognize at a more 
fundamental level a global assault on democratic way of thinking and becoming able 
to address it. 
 

Some things are already underway – like, in some countries, recognizing of the Russian media, such 
as RT, for what they are – information weapons, and banning them. Or slowly moving towards more 
transparency in the worlds of global finance and preventing more money laundering from taking 
place, as corruption feeds the regimes that undermine democracies. Or scrutinizing the financing of 



politics globally. Or ensuring cooperation of the global social media companies and slowly but surely 
changing their business models… 
 
But this main reflection will lead to recognizing that a lot of issues are just really more complicated 
and more complex than 140 characters on Twitter or brief messages on FB. You cannot explain the 
depth of the problem with the Russian or any post-imperial identity in 140 characters. Or address 
the issue of the inconvenient past which is still haunting Russia, Ukraine, Spain, Italy, Germany, the 
UK, the USA and so many more countries. People will need to get more complex and not only play 
self-defense – but provide finally a severe punishment for those malign actors, like Russia (China is 
on the horizon) that challenge the democratic way via hybrid warfare. Here, Ukraine cannot do it 
alone.  
 
Not only in Ukraine – everywhere, in the past, education systems have failed to keep pace with 
changes in the information landscape, with the pace of the development of technologies, which 
have made democratic societies so vulnerable.  Education systems in democratic countries need to 
leapfrog to stay relevant to making democracies alive in the 21st century – producing more 
responsible citizens of the respectful countries and for the benefit of the world’s future and security.  
 
The price of sustainable global security will be significant, but it is the only means to have the real 
security, and not the illusion of it. 
 
Thank you! 

  

  
 


